Efficient transduction of electromagnetic signals between different frequency scales is an essential ingredient for modern communication technologies as well as for the emergent field of quantum information processing. Recent advances in waveguide photonics have enabled a breakthrough in light-matter coupling, where individual twolevel emitters are strongly coupled to individual photons. Here we propose a scheme which exploits this coupling to boost the performance of transducers between lowfrequency signals and optical fields operating at the level of individual photons. Specifically, we demonstrate how to engineer the interaction between quantum dots in waveguides to enable efficient transduction of electric fields coupled to quantum dots. Owing to the scalability and integrability of the solid-state platform, our transducer can potentially become a key building block of a quantum internet node. To demonstrate this, we show how it can be used as a coherent quantum interface between optical photons and a two-level system like a superconducting qubit.
Efficient transduction of electromagnetic signals between different frequency scales is an essential ingredient for modern communication technologies as well as for the emergent field of quantum information processing. Recent advances in waveguide photonics have enabled a breakthrough in light-matter coupling, where individual twolevel emitters are strongly coupled to individual photons. Here we propose a scheme which exploits this coupling to boost the performance of transducers between lowfrequency signals and optical fields operating at the level of individual photons. Specifically, we demonstrate how to engineer the interaction between quantum dots in waveguides to enable efficient transduction of electric fields coupled to quantum dots. Owing to the scalability and integrability of the solid-state platform, our transducer can potentially become a key building block of a quantum internet node. To demonstrate this, we show how it can be used as a coherent quantum interface between optical photons and a two-level system like a superconducting qubit.
Transduction of information between physical systems operating at different energy scales is of immense technological importance. In telecommunication in particular, efficient transduction of signals from the microwave to the optical domain and back is an essential requirement for both today's and future global networks. For future communication technologies based on the principles of quantum mechanics, analogous transduction devices capable of coherent information transfer at the few-photon level are a necessity. Possible applications of such devices range from a quantum internet [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and distributed quantum computing [6, 7] , to sensing weak fields in quantum metrology [8] [9] [10] .
Due to the large range of applications, several different methods for implementing coherent quantum transducers have been investigated. A large class of these rely on the use of nanomechanical systems [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] or direct electro-optical coupling [16, 17] . Other proposals exploit quantum emitters with both microwave and optical transitions [4, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Many of these rely on magnetic interactions, which typically results in weak interactions with single emitters but strong coupling to ensembles of emitters (see however [20, 23] for exceptions). Despite these efforts, however, coherent state transfer from systems with only low-frequency excitations to the optical regime remains elusive.
Common to the approaches discussed above is the use of strong optical driving fields to enhance the transduction. This can pose a major source of light-induced decoherence [24] since the energy of optical photons is much larger than typical energies in cryogenic environments. The absorption of even a single optical photon is thus a major disturbance. Furthermore the use of strong light fields poses a filtering problem since weak quantum fields, e.g. single photons, have to be distinguished from a strong background signal.
Here, we propose a scheme for an electrically coupled quantum transducer that works at very low light levels, e.g. a few photons. The principal elements of our transducer are semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) which can be grown in photonic crystal waveguides with transform-limited linewidth [25] and very high mode coupling efficiency β, experimentally demonstrated up to 98% [26] . We show that the high coupling efficiency enables a high conversion efficiency due to the strongly suppressed loss rate out of the waveguide. A key feature of our transducer is that, by engineering the waveguide interactions between multiple QDs, it can work efficiently even when only a single optical photon is involved in the transduction. This minimizes the probability of light-induced decoherence of the quantum systems, as well as ensures a negligible contribution of background light in the transduced signal. (1) is electrically coupled to a semiconductor QD (2) grown inside a photonic waveguide (3) to provide a highly efficient interaction with optical photons (âopt).
In the text we consider several configurations of the transducer by varying the number and locations of QDs. b side view of the transducer. The TLS (orange) is a distance d away from the photonic crystal of thickness h = 140nm, with a QD grown in the center. c Energy level diagram of a single-QD transducer, with |e /|g being the QD excited/ground state respectively. The electrical coupling gs enables a Raman transfer process between internal states |0 and |1 of the coherent TLS, separated by a frequency difference ωq. Transduction happens through the Raman path indicated by arrows. Here an incoming photon resonant with the transition from |g 0 to |e 1 mediated by the virtual level |e 0 , results in the emission of a low frequency photon entangled with the internal state of the TLS.
As a particular application we show how to exploit the proposed transducer as a quantum interface between optical photons and superconducting qubits. Related approaches were recently proposed using two nearby dipole-coupled molecules [27] or a double QD molecule [28] . As opposed to these systems, however, experimental demonstrations of QDwaveguide interfaces have shown efficient coherent coupling to traveling light fields. This strongly enhances the coherent transduction efficiency in our scheme. Furthermore we show that the strong coupling of multiple QDs to waveguides allows engineering the photonic interactions to further enhance the transduction. In particular the long-range waveguide mediated interactions can be utilized to create super-and subradiant states (akin to similar states in atomic systems [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] ) between distant QDs, which enhances the transduction. These photonic interactions can thus be exploited to leverage the transduction and reduce the requirements for engineering complicated near-field interactions.
In Fig. 1a , we show schematically our proposed quantum transducer. It essentially consists of three components; a 1D waveguide for efficient confinement of the optical mode; one or more QDs coupled to the photonic mode with high efficiency; and finally a nearby oscillating electric dipole, which electrically couples to a QD exciton via the Stark effect. For specificity, in this paper we focus on transduction from a coherent two level system (TLS) with a dipole allowed transition at a non-optical frequency, e.g. in the GHz regime. Examples of such coherent (effective) TLSs include superconducting qubits [35] [36] [37] , crystal defect states [38] , and singlettriplet states in double-QD structures [39] [40] [41] .
To begin with we consider a transducer with a single QD situated in the photonic waveguide and coupled electrically to an oscillating dipole that represents a coherent TLS (see Fig. 1a ). The total Hamiltonian H describing this system can be written as H = H 0 + V 1 + V 2 where H 0 is the sum of bare energies written as ω dσ †σ + k ω kâ † kâ k + ω qηz ( = 1). The TLS transition frequency is ω q , the QD transition frequency ω d , and the photonic mode frequencies ω k . The term V 1 represents the interaction between the QD and drive fields and is written as
, where g k is the coupling of the 2-level QD to the k'th mode with annihilation operator a k , andσ = |g e| is the standard lowering operator of the QD. The TLS is represented by the Pauli-X and Z operators, whereη x = |1 0| + |0 1| andη z = (|1 1| − |0 0|)/2 with |0 and |1 as the internal states. As we assume that the TLS has a dipole allowed transition between the energy levels, there will be an associated electric field of the form E = E(r)η x . A QD is known to exhibit a sizable Stark shift of their excited levels, corresponding to a dipole moment up to | p| ≈ 0.4 e·nm [42] , for an In(Ga)As QD. The proximity to the TLS thus leads to an interaction of the form V 2 = g sηxσ †σ with g s ≡ p · E/ . As we discuss below this interaction can be sizable, g s = 2π × (0.4 − 1) GHz. For typical QDs in a waveguide, this coupling is larger than their total decay rate Γ ≈ 2π × 150 MHz. The system is thus in a strong coupling regime g s > Γ allowing for the engineering of an efficient transducer
The combined TLS-QD system constitutes an effective 4-level system in which we consider a Raman transition (see Fig. 1c ) between the TLS states via a single incoming optical photon. This realizes a frequency conversion and effectively entangles the frequency of a scattered weak photon pulse with the internal state of the TLS, thereby achieving a coherent interface between the two systems.
To study the dynamics of the transducer, we apply the formalism of Ref. [44, 45] to eliminate the excited states of the system and include their effective dynamics through a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
with H e = δ p + ω qηz + g sηx based on the excited subspace of the Hamiltonian H, with δ p = ω d − ω p being the photon-QD detuning. The operators representing the decay dynamics of the system are defined as L k = Γ k |g e| with Γ k being the QD decay into and out of the waveguide with rates Γ 1D and γ respectively.
We calculate the single-photon Raman scattering probability into a single-sided waveguide, and find
. This is the probability of detecting a photon from the outgoing light field after frequency filtering for red (Raman scattered) photons only. Calculating the maximum transition probability as a function of the detuning between input field and QD yields the resonance condi-
At these resonances we find the Raman scattering probability to be P
, and in the strong/weak coupling limits we find
where β = Γ 1D /(Γ 1D + γ ) describes the probability of emitting a photon into the waveguide. Equation (1) expresses the striking advantage that can be obtained by exploiting strong coupling of emitters with a waveguide. For β approaching unity an extremely efficient transducer can be constructed, operating in the quantum regime where each incoming optical photon corresponds to an excitation transduced from low frequencies to optical photons. This is in contrast to most other proposals where strong classical driving fields are assumed.
The efficient transduction discussed above is mainly applicable to low frequency fields in the MHz regime. Many of the qubit systems relevant for this transduction scheme are, however, in the microwave (GHz) regime, which is larger than the maximal estimated coupling g s 2π × 1 GHz. This strongly diminishes the efficiency in Equation (2) . This reduction arises because the electric dipole moment of the TLS is linked to a transition between two energy levels. This means that the QD feels an oscillating field, and this averages out the coupling. To counter this effect, we here propose engineering the excited subspace using multiple QDs in the waveguide. We make use of the high β-factor achievable for QDs in a photonic crystal waveguide to get strong waveguide mediated interactions between distant QDs. With two QDs we show that one can suppress the magnitude of the decay into the waveguide and enhance the effective coupling by increasing the interaction time. Furthermore by using four QDs one can engineer the exchange of excitations between QDs to be resonant with the TLS transition and thereby avoid the averaging effect.
To illustrate the waveguide-mediated enhancement, we first consider two emitters placed in a 1D waveguide (see Fig. 2a ). The photonic field in the waveguide then induces long-range interactions between the two. This can be described by a nonHermitian Hamiltonian of the single-excitation subspace for a bare two-emitter system, which can be written as H nh = ∆|eg eg|+Ω(|eg ge|+|ge eg|) (see Supplementary [43] ), where |eg = |e 1 ⊗ |g 2 , ∆ is the detuning between the emitters' transition frequencies, and the collective complex coupling Ω consists of waveguide-mediated coherent coupling between emitters (Re(Ω) = Γ 1D is the coupling rate, ∆z = |z 2 − z 1 | and z j is the position of emitter j.
We diagonalize the bare two-emitter Hamiltonian, for simplicity assuming that the QDs have equal bare decay rates into and and out of the waveguide, at a rate Γ
1D ≡ Γ 1D and γ 1 = γ 2 ≡ γ respectively. We find (anti-)symmetric eigenstates |(A)S = ξ 1 |eg ± ξ 2 |ge of the Hamiltonian. Here ξ 1,2 are complex numbers that denote the weighted mixture of the bare states of the two emitters, including the phase arising from the collective coupling Ω and detuning ∆ between the emitters (see Supplementary [43] for details). For general spacings k∆z and detunings ∆, we find the decay rates of the (anti-)symmetric states into the waveguide
where
cos(k∆z) for small mutual detuning ∆ Γ 1D . For emitter spacings k∆z = nπ, with mutual detuning ∆ = 0, we find ξ 1 = ξ 2 = 1/ √ 2 and α 2 = 1 such that |A is a subradiant state with total decay rate Γ A = γ while |S is a superradiant state with total decay rate Γ S = 2Γ 1D + γ . For β ≈ 1 so that Γ 1D γ , the two-QD system displays strong suppression of the decay rate of the anti-symmetric state, effectively increasing the lifetime of the matter-excitation.
We now show that an engineered emitter-emitter interaction can enhance the efficiency of our proposed quantum transducer. We assume that the TLS couples to a single QD. As described above the excited states of the two QDs couple and hybridize into (anti-)symmetric eigenstates as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The transition pathway, indicated in Fig. 2(b) , consists of 4 effective decay paths which together contribute to the output field amplitude. These contributions can be conveniently summed using the formalism of Ref. [45] .
If we tune the incoming photon to be in resonance with the antisymmetric state |A 1 , the Raman transition rate will be dominated by a single path, |g 0 → |S 0 → |A 1 → |g 1 . The probability for this Raman scattering for a single photon can be written [43] in the form
where Γ A = Γ A,1D + γ is the total decay rate of the antisymmetric state |A . Equation (5) illustrates the benefit from
FIG. 2. a Device architecture for coupling an optical photon pulse to a TLS via a quantum transducer comprising two QDs in a waveguide. One of the QDs is electrically coupled to the TLS. Using strong waveguide-mediated photonic coupling with a second QD, the matter-excitation lifetime can be increased and thereby the coupling to the TLS. b Energy level diagram of the combined QD-TLS system. {|0 , |1 } represent the TLS internal states. {|A , |S } represent the (anti-)symmetric states of the two-QD coupled system, respectively. The incoming photon is tuned in resonance with the narrow linewidth state |A 1 . c Four QDs in a waveguide are spaced equidistantly such that k∆z = π/2. One of the central QDs is coupled to a coherent two-level system. d Energy level diagram of the combined QD-TLS system for 4 QDs; In the diagonalized basis, two sets of (anti-)symmetric eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are identified, spaced by ν ≈ 1.3Γ1D, decaying at enhanced(reduced) decay rates. a strong waveguide mediated QD-QD interaction; one can engineer the super/sub-radiant state contrasts. Making state |A longer-lived by reducing its decay into the waveguide, increases the interaction strength to the TLS and ultimately enhances the Raman probability as seen by the first factor, Γ S,1D /Γ A in Equation (5) . Because γ is typically hard to suppress, there exists an optimal value for Γ A,1D which results in an overall improvement of the success probability. For emitters with a coupling described by a certain β-factor, the optimal sub/superradiant state decay rate occurs at
. This condition can be met for any emitter spacing fulfilling cos(k∆z) ≥ β, by tuning the frequency difference ∆. Optimal performance can thus be reached by constructing the waveguide-emitter system such that cos(k∆z) ≈ 1, and increasing the mutual detuning between emitters until α 2 = β is achieved (see Supplementary [43] for details). For those conditions, we find
Comparing Equation (5) to the result for a single QD in Equation (6) there is a factor 1/(1 − β 2 ) better transduction ef-ficiency. For β = 0.9, this is a factor 5 improvement over Equation (2) . For β = 0.98, as demonstrated in ref. [26] , this is a factor 25 improvement. In Fig. 3 we compare the results of Equation (2) and Equation (6) for the 1 and 2 QD transducers respectively as a function of the coupling strength for β = 0.9.
In the figure we also compare these approximate results with numerical simulations which include all four pathways of the transition. Raman transition probability as a function of coupling strength gs. The exact forms (markers) include all transition pathways, while approximate forms (lines) include only the most significant scattering pathway transition, as given by Eqs. Equation (2), Equation (6) and Equation (9) . For the 1-QD (red) and 2-QD (blue) cases, we set ωq = 2π × 5 GHz, Γ1D = 1 ns −1 , β = 0.9, and α2 = β in order to optimize the dark state lifetime in the 2-QD case. In the 4-QD case (green), we assume Purcell enhanced emitter decay rates into the waveguide by a factor 4 such that 1/Γ1D = 1.27/ωq ≈ 250 ps while keeping β = 0.9 for comparison. The QDs are spaced such that photons get a π/2 phase difference between them. In all cases we consider zero mutual detuning between emitters. For small coupling gs, we find more than an order of magnitude improvement between the single-QD and the 4-QD cases. The dashed black line represents a fundamental limit of β 2 for mediation via a QD with finite waveguide-coupling efficiency β for both excitation and decay.
The results above show that adding a second QD in the waveguide enhances the effective coupling to the TLS by exploiting subradiant behaviour to increase the interaction time. The main limitation of this scheme is that the relevant transition is still far off-resonant, resulting in the factor (g s /ω q ) 2 suppressing the efficiency of the Raman process. We will now show that with four QDs in the waveguide we can engineer the level spacing to have an even more efficient Raman transfer. Concretely, we wish to tune a set of eigenstates of the emittersystem to have an energy difference close to the TLS energy ω q , since in a Raman scheme this brings the desired transition into resonance. In addition, we again make these states long-lived compared to the coupling g s , such that the effective coupling to the TLS is enhanced.
To this end, we consider 4 QDs placed such that their mutual separations are k∆z = π/2 (see Fig. 2c ). At zero mutual detuning between the emitters and assuming equal decay rates, we find the spectrum of the bare excited subspace Hamiltonian and identify two bright and two dark states, with an energy splitting between them amounting to
The dark states exhibit suppressed decay rates
into the 1D waveguide with
79. The resonance condition in the excited state manifold for a Raman process |0 → |1 is met for ω q = ν = 1.27Γ 1D (see Fig. 2d ). This condition can be met either by choosing a TLS with matching transition energy and/or Purcell enhancing the waveguide decay rate [47] [48] [49] .
The resulting Raman process (see Fig. 2d ) probability can be calculated [43] as before, and we find
which we also plot in Fig. 3 and compare with an exact expression involving all pathways. In the limit of very weak coupling, we find
for β = 0.98, and
for β = 0.9. Compared to the single-QD interface at β = 0.98, this is more than a two ordersof-magnitude improvement on the scaling with (g s /ω q )
2
; it represents a quadruple improvement compared to the two-QD case.
We have thus far proposed an efficient quantum transducer between optical photons and a coherent two-level system at a different frequency. In the following, we discuss an important application of such a transducer as an interface between an optical photon and a microwave superconducting qubit. In a recent proposal [27] , a dipole coupled organic dye molecule in an optical waveguide was considered as a transducer. However, that proposal relied on a direct dipole-dipole (proximity) interaction between molecules that is difficult to engineer and implement. Additionally, the coupling efficiency of molecules to light is typically rather low, β ≈ 10%, thereby lowering the overall Raman scattering probability. In Ref. [28] , a double QD coupling was proposed to mediate the interaction; however, control of this coupling could be difficult in practice. Additionally, good coherence properties and efficient coupling to light have not yet been demonstrated for these systems. In comparison, our protocol relies on waveguide mediated longrange dipole-dipole interactions that can more easily be engineered and we exploit the demonstrated high coherent coupling efficiency of QDs to a nanophotonic waveguide.
To get an estimate for the magnitude of the electric coupling g s for a system with a superconducting qubit and a QD, we numerically simulate a realistic device [43] with a similar geometry as in [35] . We here assume a Cooper pair box (CPB) island of size 700 × 200 × 20 nm, placed above a photonic crystal waveguide of height 140 nm. From the simulated electric field strength, the Stark shift coupling g s = p · E/ is calculated, where is the Planck constant and | E| is the electric field strength difference between having and not having a Cooper pair on the island. p is the static dipole moment of the 4 . Infidelity (1−F , solid lines) and success probability Psuc (dashed lines) of entanglement generation by measurement, for a coherent pulse input, as a function of average photon number. We choose β = 0.9, detection efficiency η = 0.7, coupling gs = 2π × 1 GHz, and TLS transition frequency ωq = 2π × 5 GHz. Γ1D = 1 ns −1 for the 1-and 2-QD transducers and Γ1D = 0.25 ns −1 for the 4-QD transducer. In the 4-QD case we fulfill the excited subspace resonance condition ν = ωq [43] . Inset: schematic of entanglement generation setup, comprising a coherent input pulse labeled ain, two quantum interfaces I1 and I2, beam splitters BS1 and BS2 and photo-detectors D1 and D2.
QD and in this context represents the Stark coefficient. Selfassembled In(Ga)As QDs with transform-limited linewidths [25] and near-unity β [26] have been reported to exhibit a Stark coefficient | p| = 2π × 100 MHz/(kV/m) [42] . We find couplings in the range g s = 2π × 0.4 − 1 GHz for a separation of d = 0 − 100 nm between the qubit and the waveguide with the QD 70 nm below the top of the waveguide (see Fig. 1b ). We also numerically simulate [43] the optical field in this configuration and find the absorption of the light-field into the qubit to be less than 1% for the low electrical coupling strengths, and slightly higher for the largest coupling strengths. These results are obtained for rather simple geometries. Carefully designed structures, e.g. with sharp tips of the SC qubit near the QD, can likely improve these numbers. Including all scattering pathways in the calculation, for coupling in the low end of our estimate g s = 2π × 400 MHz, a CPB qubit with ω q = 2π × 5 GHz, and β = 0.98 we find a Raman success probability of P R ≈ 0.6%, 13% and 31% for the single-QD, 2-QD and 4-QD interfaces, respectively. For the strongest coupling of g s = 2π × 1, 000 MHz we find P R ≈ 4%, 40% and 78% respectively.
The quantum transducer that we have discussed is an ideal platform for long-distance entanglement schemes between remotely located qubits. Using an interference protocol similar to Ref. [50] , we consider two qubit transducers placed in either arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (see inset in Fig. 4) , with fibres coupling to the waveguides containing the interfaces. Photon scattering creates entanglement between the photon frequency and the SC qubit state. Mixing the red sideband fields on a BS and detecting a photon performs an entanglement swap and creates entanglement between the qubits. For a single-photon input, the protocol has no intrinsic errors and produces a maximally entangled state of fidelity F = 1 provided that no other sources of errors are present.
It is experimentally less challenging to use a weak coherent pulse with an average photon numbern instead of a singlephoton source. This reduces the fidelity, because the pulse may dephase or flip both qubits simultaneously. In Fig. 4 , we show the fidelity and success probability for a coherent input pulse calculated using the approach of Ref. [27] . The considered Raman protocol for coherent inputs has an intrinsic requirement 1 − F ≥ 1 − P suc /η. Our result is close to this limit, but has a slightly lower fidelity due to elastic (Rayleigh) scattering. As shown in the figure, multiple QDs enables the generation of high quality entanglement for much lower mean photons numbers. Exploiting the waveguide mediated interactions for the transduction thus reduces the possible detrimental decoherence of the SC qubit induced by the light, and allows for a near deterministic interface between photons and SC qubits. The input pulse duration is mainly limited by the linewidth of the transitions and can be in the range of 50-100 ns, reducing the effect of decoherence. For comparison, superconducting qubits of the type considered here have demonstrated coherence times in the microsecond range [35] .
In summary we have shown that long-range waveguide mediated interactions can be exploited to boost the efficiency of quantum transducers. As a direct application, the proposed device can be used to provide an on-chip interface between SC qubits and optical photons. This could facilitate a breakthrough in long-distance quantum communication via a quantum repeater network [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and scaling of SC quantum computers by connecting them optically [6, 7] . Alternatively the proposed transducers can have applications for quantum limited sensing by exploiting efficient optical detection of low frequency fields [8] [9] [10] .
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Supplementary RAMAN SCATTERING SCHEME
In this supplementary we employ the photon scattering formalism developed in Ref. [1, 2] to describe the Raman scattering of a photon in a one-dimensional waveguide from the combined system of quantum dots and a coherent two-level system (TLS). Given a right-going input fieldâ in the scattered output field to the right is given bŷ
where z is the position in the 1D waveguide, t is a time variable and v g is the group velocity in the waveguide.σ G G = |G G | is an operator describing the coherence of states |G and |G of the combined emitters' groundstate manifold in the Heisenberg picture, F is a noise operator and
is a scattering element describing the total contribution of all excited manifold dynamics to the scattering of the input field. Here, A †j GE(1D) is the complex coupling constant of emitter j's transition from the excited state |E to the ground state |G by emitting a photon into the right-going mode of the waveguide. z j is the position of emitter j, and ω G G is the energy difference between the scattered ground states. The scattering dynamics of the excited subspace of the system are fully absorbed into an effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
where H e describes the energies and couplings in the excited subspace of the total Hamiltonian, and L j are the Lindblad decay operators associated with interactions with the environment of the system. Raman Scattering Entanglement Scheme We consider entanglement generation between an optical photon and the internal states of a coherent TLS with eigenstates |0 and |1 (the qubit). We initialise the TLS in state |0 , the lowest energy state. In the Raman scattering scheme, inelastically scattered (red-detuned) photons signal a successful transition of the TLS to state |1 .
We apply the photon-scattering formalism (S1) to the scattering off groundstates |0 ⊗ |g and |1 ⊗ |g of a combined system consisting of a TLS and a transducer comprised of a waveguide and 1 to 4 quantum dots (QDs). Here |g denotes the overall state where all quantum dots are in the groundstate. The quantum dots can be modelled as 2-level emitters using the formalism described above.
The total right-going output field for a right-going input field for a TLS initialized in |0 is then given bŷ
We assume that the ground states are sufficiently separated in energy compared to the width of the incoming photon pulse; this means that scattered photons can be filtered spectrally and the only contribution to 'red' photons comes from the term iσ 01 S 10âin (z − v g t) + F. Detection of such a red-detuned photon heralds a flip of the TLS; the Raman scattering detection probability P R for a single-photon input can be found by the expectation value of the photon-number operator of the red field
where we have normalized the incoming pulse of duration T to contain a single photon. Note that the quantum vacuum noise operator F does not contribute to the photon number expectation value. The scattering coefficient S 10 contains contributions from all scattering paths going from state |0 to |1 , and will be evaluated below for each of the considered cases. . Energy level schematic of the combined single QD-TLS system, where |g (|e ) refers to the ground (excited) state of the quantum dot. |0 (|1 ) refer to the ground (excited) state of the TLS. The blue, green, red arrows depict the path described by the scattering coefficient S01 in (S13).
SINGLE-QD TRANSDUCER
We first consider a single QD-waveguide transducer, electrically coupled to a TLS situated nearby the QD, and interacting with a single photon propagating through the waveguide. To calculate the efficiency of this transducer, we first calculate the scattering coefficient S 10 in (S5); from (S2), this requires knowledge of the excited space Hamiltonian. We can write the total Hamiltonian of the combined system under consideration as H = H qd + H photon + H T LS + H I . The interaction term H I consists of two parts: the interaction between the optical mode and the quantum dot H qd−photon , and the interaction between the quantum dot and the TLS, H qd−T LS . For the considered model we have
The operators, frequencies ω q , ω k and ω d and coupling strength g s are described in the main text. The total system's state-space with zero or single excitations in the QD is depicted schematically in Figure S1 . We next consider the QD to couple with equal strengths to the left and right propagating modes given by the coupling rates |A L,1D | 2 = |A R,1D | 2 = Γ 1D /2 and assume the QD to decay into non-waveguide modes at a rate γ , such that the total decay rate of the QD is Γ = Γ 1D + γ . We eliminate the photon field and consider coupling into or out of the waveguide as a Markovian decay process. Additionally, we go to a rotating frame where the photon energy is zero and describe the QD energy through the photon detuning δ = ω k − ω d . We can then write the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H nh in (S3) as
where these excited energy levels are schematically represented in the upper part of Figure S1 . The scattering coefficient S 10 can now be expressed using (S2) as
We ignore here an accumulated phase exp[−iω q (z − z j )/v g ] because it does not contribute to the magnitude |S 10 |. Note that this coefficient is for the right-going mode (transmission) but it is equal in magnitude to the left-going mode (reflection). Experimentally, this coefficient can therefore be twice enhanced by combining both modes on a beamsplitter [3] , or using a single-sided waveguide [4] , corresponding to a factor of 4 in the success probability. Including this enhancement we then find the total Raman scattering probability
(S14)
The couplings between waveguide, quantum dot and TLS all hybridize the excited state leading to a shift of the resonance condition; optimizing the Raman scattering probability with respect to the photon detuning δ yields the new resonance conditions
At this detuning we find
where β = Γ 1D /Γ is the coupling efficiency (β-factor) of the QD. This yields P R ≈ β 2 (g s /ω q ) 2 in the low-coupling limit g s ω q , whereas the probability approaches the fundamental upper limit P R ≈ β 2 in the strong-coupling regime g s ω q . These expressions are used in the main text.
TWO-QD TRANSDUCER
In this section we discuss the enhancement of the transduction including one more QD in the interaction. Here we harness the interplay between coupling of the two QDs mediated via the waveguide mode and the QD-TLS coupling. We engineer the excited subspace of the two-QD system such that one of the excited states that couple to the TLS is long-lived (a subradiant state). We achieve this via the waveguide mediated QD-QD coupling that exhibits super-radiant and sub-radiant emission characteristics depending on detuning, coupling strength and QD-QD spacing in the waveguide.
For two emitters in a waveguide, with mutual detuning ∆, the single-excitation Hamiltonian can be written in the basis
where Ω is a coupling term between the excited states of the two QDs, for QDs spaced far apart and optically coupled to the same waveguide mode. We here exclude the diagonal part and assume the decay rates of the emitters do not differ significantly, but we will include it below. The interaction is photon-mediated and of the form
where ∆z = z 2 − z 1 is the QD-QD separation, z 2 > z 1 , and
1D is the decay rate of emitter i into the 1D waveguide. Note that the complex-valued coupling Ω appears on both sides of the diagonal of the Hamiltonian, which breaks the Hermicity. For details on the derivation of this interaction, see for example Ref. [2] As we will now show, in the right parameter-regime and for the right resonance conditions, exploiting the super/sub radiant state dynamics we achieve an effective Raman transfer of population between the states |g 1 g 2 0 and |g 1 g 2 1 . Here |g 1 g 2 refers to the ground state of both QDs, and |0 and |1 are the TLS states with energy difference ω q . In order to derive the Raman transfer rate for a multi-QD system, we again employ the photon scattering formalism as described in Ref. [1] . In this formalism, we absorb the excited state dynamics of the combined system into the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian which we write (with a single-excitation assumption) in the basis {|e 1 g 2 0 , |g 1 e 2 0 , |e 1 g 2 1 , |g 1 e 2 1 } such that
where δ is the detuning of the incoming photon compared to the central frequency between the two QDs. The two QDs are detuned relative to each other by ∆, and each QD can emit into or out of the waveguide, with decay rates Γ
1D and γ i , respectively, yielding a total decay rate Γ i = Γ
1D + γ i . The TLS internal states are coupled to the QD states with coupling constants g
proportional to the Stark shift of the QD excited state. In principle, using the above Hamiltonian we can calculate all scattering paths that contribute to the Raman scattering transition. However, it is convenient to change basis such that we can exploit the physics of subradiance: we introduce a basistransformation H nh = UH nh U −1 to a basis in which H 2 , the bare QD-QD Hamiltonian, is diagonal. The (non-unitary) transformation matrix U is constructed from the eigenvectors of H 2 such that
The columns of the transformation matrix U are the (anti-)symmetric eigenstates of H 2 , |S = ξ 1 |eg + ξ 2 |ge (|A = ξ 1 |eg − ξ 2 |ge ) with
States |A and |S are separated by a (generally complex) energy ν = √ ∆ 2 + Ω 2 which can be interpreted as combining detuning and decay of the states. In the basis {|S1 , |S0 , |A1 , |A0 } the Hamiltonian is transformed such that
Generally, explicit expressions for the variables in this Hamiltonian are very involved. We are mainly interested in the parameter regime which gives the largest Raman probability; we find that this happens when the detuning between the QDs is small compared to the magnitude of the total coupling between them. In this regime, where ∆ |Ω|, we can approximate the quantities in the Hamiltonian (S24) as
s )
The enhanced transduction scheme, schematically shown in Figure S2 (b), is based on super-and sub-radiant states: if the two 2-level QDs are tuned into resonance and their (phase) distance k∆z is a multiple of 2π, emission from the QDs add S2. (a) Efficient transduction of a single microwave excitation in a coherent TLS to an incoming single optical photon via a QD electrically coupled to the TLS and embedded in a photonic waveguide for efficient light-matter interaction. An additional QD is also embedded in the waveguide, and couples to the first QD through a common photonic mode. (b) Energy level diagram of the combined QDs-TLS system. {|0 , |1 } represent the TLS internal states. {|A , |S } represent the (anti-)symmetric states of the two-QD waveguide coupled system, respectively. The incoming photon is set off-resonantly with the |g0 → |S0 transition and is tuned into resonance with |A1 .
up destructively for the anti-symmetric state (subradiant emission) and the state therefore decays only at a reduced rate γ to modes outside the waveguide. Meanwhile, their emissions into the waveguide add up constructively for the symmetric state (superradiant emission). To couple an incoming photon pulse to the dark state, however, we need to admix some of the symmetric state into it by choosing either the detuning or the separation slightly different from the point of maximal super-and subradiance.
To describe this we assume that the QDs have equal decay rates Γ 1 = Γ 2 (and Γ
(1)
1D ), and write the Hamiltonian in terms of the energy shifts and decays of the symmetric states such that
in the basis {|S1 , |S0 , |A1 , |A0 }, with |S = ξ 1 |eg + ξ 2 |ge and |A = ξ 3 |eg − ξ 4 |ge where we approximate
We assume only one of the QD's couples to the qubit, such that g
s = 0, and G = g s /2. Then, for ∆ Γ 1D , we find
To solve for the total red-sideband Raman transfer, we calculate the contribution of each path: |g0 → |S0 → |A1 → |g1 , |g0 → |S0 → |S1 → |g1 , |g0 → |A0 → |A1 → |g1 , and |g0 → |A0 → |S1 → |g1 . For example, the transition amplitude |S0 → |A1 is given by the matrix element A1|H −1 nh |S0 , and so forth. Inverting the Hamiltonian (S26) yields the amplitudes for each of the four paths given. We find that for small detuning and g s ω q , the only significant contribution to the total red-detuned scattering amplitude is given by the path |g0 → |S0 → |A1 → |g1 , which exploits the large coupling of |S0 to couple the incoming photon to the long lived state state |A1 . The scattering amplitude for this transition iŝ
where we set Γ
1D = Γ 1D and applied the basis transform to |S and |A to obtain effective decay rates of these states as a function of the bare QD decay rates Γ (i) 1D and the relative phase originating from locations z i in the waveguide. We assume that the scattering is near resonance with the narrow |A1 state. We can then approximate the matrix element A1|H −1 nh |S0 by instead setting up a 2x2 non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in the basis {|S0 , |A1 } as
From the field amplitude we calculate the single-photon Raman probability, for zero QD-QD detuning ∆ = 0 and a single-sided waveguide, to be
where we defined Γ
. Evaluating (S30) with the inverse Hamiltonian element yields
Diagonalisation of Hamiltonian (S29) reveals a resonance condition for δ = ω q +∆ A +G 2 /ω q (this is in the first-order correction of the splitting due to a coupling G much smaller than the TLS frequency, G ω q ). Choosing this resonance condition and noting that ∆ S = −∆ A yields
(S32)
When we take the limit of very weak coupling, such that the dressing by G is small compared to the linewidths, we find that we can write (S32) as
Defining
. Substituting G = −g s /2 we find
The maximum of (S34) w.r.t. α 2 occurs at α 2 = β, where
which shows a factor 1/(1 − β 2 ) ≈ Γ 1D /2γ improvement versus using a single two-level system. The condition to be met for this improvement is 1 − ∆ 2 /Γ 2 1D cos(k∆z) = β. An experimental strategy would be to place the 2 QDs such that cos(k∆z) ≈ 1 and adjust the detuning between QDs by a local or gradient electric field, until the condition above is met and the output amplitude is maximal. This is always possible for cos(k∆z) ≥ β
FOUR-QD TRANSDUCER
We now consider four QDs coupled to a single waveguide mode. A TLS is placed nearby one of the QDs. Under the right conditions, the single-excitation subspace of the four 2-level systems hybridize due to the photon-mediated QD-QD interactions and exhibits a level structure with long-lived states that are also separated in energy. We show below that this effectively enhances the Raman scheme efficiency as compared to the single-and two-QD systems, because we can simultaneously obtain resonance between the involved levels and that states decay slowly such that the TLS-QD interaction time is enhanced.
Let us consider four QDs in a 1D waveguide, all with equal decay rates into the same left-and right-propagating modes Γ 1D,R,j = Γ 1D,L,j = Γ 1D /2. We consider the transition energies of these QDs to be equal. The photon-mediated coupling terms between QD i and j are given by −(i/2)Γ 1D e ik|zi−zj | . For resonant QDs, the maximum transducer effectiveness that we have been able to identify numerically is attained at an equal QD-QD spacing ∆z between nearest neighbors fulfilling k∆z = π/2. For this geometry, the bare effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian for the single-excitation space, in the basis {|eggg , |gegg , |ggeg , |ggge }, is
Diagonalisation of this Hamiltonian yields a spectrum of four eigenstates: {|S 1 , |A 1 , |S 2 , |A 2 } with eigenvalues {λ S1 , λ A1 , λ S2 , λ A2 }. We identify two slowly decaying states |A 1 and |A 2 with real energies ±ν/2, where ν = Coupling to a TLS The eigenstates |A 1 and |A 2 are superpositions of a single excitation in either of the four QDs; however, the central two QDs have the largest weight to the wavefunction of the long lived states |A 1 and |A 2 and from its magnitude we calculate the largest coupling constant G ≈ 0.40g s . Again, because of the narrow linewidths we can approximate the scattering amplitude S 01 by a single scattering path |g0 → |A 1 0 → |A 2 1 → |g1 via a 2x2 effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. In the basis {|A 1 0 , |A 2 1 }, this Hamiltonian reads
where ν is the energy splitting between states |A 1 and |A 2 , while
is the total modified decay rate of the hybridized states |A 1 and |A 2 . In the hybridized basis, we can write the total Raman scattering probability
where we have defined δ ≡ ν/2 − δ and we choose to meet the resonance condition
. This is possible either by choosing the TLS such that it has the right transition energy ω q or, if required, by Purcell-engineering the decay rates of the QDs to match the resonance frequency of the TLS.
For the parameters considered here G ≤ Γ A /2 and the optimal choice for the photon-detuning is at δ = 0 where δ = ν/2. At this detuning we have
.27 and α = 0.79 in (S39) gives the expression from the main-text,
For very large coupling g s ω q more scattering paths need to be considered and (S40) is no longer a valid approximation.
COUPLING FACTOR ESTIMATION
To calculate the coupling factor g s between the oscillating dipole and the QD through the Stark effect, one needs to know the dipole field strength and the system geometry. We here focus on the specific case of a superconducting qubit where a single cooper pair, oscillating on and off a superconducting island, is responsible for the interaction with the QD.
The geometry we consider is depicted in Figure S4 (a). In this configuration, we model the photonic crystal as a semi-infinite GaAs slab of 140 nm in thickness, surrounded by air on both sides. The superconducting island, with dimensions 20 × 200 × 700 nm, is positioned a distance d from the top of the slab, for example by a flip-switch bonding technique or by bringing the superconducting circuit substructure close to the transducing QD using piezo-actuators. The QD is positioned in the middle of the slab at a height h/2 = 70 nm from the top and bottom. We consider four different relative positions of the QD compared to the corners of the island, labeled according to definitions given in Figure S4 (b). In a different geometry, depicted schematically in Figure S4 (c), we position the qubit at a 90 degrees angle to the waveguide substrate. In this configuration, a minimum amount of optical light is expected to hit the superconducting island. Using COMSOL's Electrostatics solver, we simulate the steadystate electric field resulting from a single Cooper pair of charge 2e on the island. Assuming an intrinsic dipole of e · 0.4 nm for InAs QDs in a GaAs structure [5] gives a stark shift coefficient of 0.4 µeV/(kV/m). After converting to frequency we plot the resulting coupling factor g s as a function of the qubit-slab separation d in Figure S4 
with
For example, for g s = 2⇡ ⇥ 1 GHz and ! q = 2⇡ ⇥ 4 GHz and 1D = 3.15ns 1 and = 0.96, this gives P R ⇡ 90%, a 16-fold improvement over using a single QD transducer with the same parameters.
The geometry we consider is depicted in Figure S4 (a). In this configuration, we model the photonic crystal as a solid GaAs slab of 140nm in thickness, and surrounded by air on both sides. The superconducting island, with dimensions 20x200x700nm, is positioned a distance d from the top of the slab, for example by a flip-switch bonding technique or bringing the superconducting circuit substructure close to the transducing QD using piezo-actuators. The QD is positioned in the middle of the slab at height h/2 = 70 nm from the top and bottom. We consider four different relative positions of the QD compared to the corners of the island, labeled according to definitions given in Figure S4 (b). Using COMSOL's Electrostatics solver, we simulate the steadystate electric field resulting from a single cooper pair of charge 2e on the island. Assuming an intrinsic dipole of 0.4nm for InAs QD's in GaAs structure [5] gives a stark shift coefficient of 0.4 µeV/(kV/m), and converting to frequency by using 241MHz per µeV, we plot the resulting coupling factor g s as a function of the qubit-slab separation d in Figure S4 
OPTICAL PHOTON ABSORPTION
We here consider the probability of optical photon absorption by the qubit. Such events should be rare in order for the transducer to work efficiently, as even the absorption of a single optical photon destroys the superconducting properties and heats up the sample locally. We calculate the absorption probability by considering the photonic crystal optical mode overlap with a nearby superconducting island.
Comsol simulation 
The absorption of a single optical photon destroys the superconducting properties and heats up the sample locally. It is therefore necessary to consider the optical absorption probability. We assume an optical wavelength of λ = 980 nm (in air). For simplicity we model the system as a nano-beam waveguide made of GaAs suspended in air, with refractive indices n GaAs = 3.456 [6] and n air = 1 respectively. We assume negligible absorption in these media, while for the aluminum we assume th real part of the refractive index n Al = 1.47 and an extinction coefficient (imaginary part of the refractive index) κ = 9.22 [7] . Again, we consider the aluminum island to have dimensions 20 × 200 × 700 nm, and the nanobeam waveguide is assumed to be 140 nm thick and 300 nm wide. A full 3D COMSOL simulation is executed as follows; first, the input-and output-port fundamental mode is calculated and 1W of power is inserted into the fundamental mode at the input port with a frequency c/980 nm where c is the speed of light. We consider scattering boundary conditions on the borders of the simulation box. Next, a 3D 'Electromagnetic Waves, Frequency Domain' numerical intergration of Maxwell's equations is performed. We analyze the optical absorption by integrating the total power flow over the surface of the island. This allows us to find the total absorbed fraction of the power, which directly translates into the photon absorption probability. The resulting probability is shown in Figure S5 Depending on how the island is oriented, we find a large difference in optical absorption. For the vertical geometry in Figure S5(b) , the absorption is always less than 1%. For the horizontal configuration in Figure S5 (a), the absorption is significantly larger at short separations but less than 1% for separations larger than d = 90 nm.
